
VISCERAL SURGERY

Case description: 

After consulting with visceral specialists in Germany and going through a series of chemotherapy treatments, a 
patient’s case was submitted to the Pius-Hospital Oldenburg. The visceral surgery team led by Prof. Dr. Weyhe, 
Director of the Clinic for General and Visceral Surgery, advised that the surgery should be performed to ensure the 
patient’s quality of life.

In order to visualize a complex case with several tumors present, VSI HoloMedicine® was utilized as a 
complementary tool along with conventional CT-/MRI imaging. This approach form the University Medicine 
Oldenburg School of Medicine and Health Sciences University Clinic for Visceral Surgery at Pius Hospital allowed 
doctors to interact with a 3D segmented liver hologram in the Medical Metaverse prior to any incision.

The segmented structures of the liver (liver, vessels, metastases, and lesions) were merged into one single 3D 
hologram in mixed reality, thereby offering better depth perception, context and facilitating the localization of 
relevant tissues. Surgeons were then able to highlight critical elements and assess crucial steps as they had a 3D 
volumetric view of the patient’s medical data. The interactive 3D model was displayed on the HoloLens 2 via VSI 
HoloMedicine® before and during non-invasive surgery stages. 

During surgery, the surgical team mentally compared the real world view with the 3D model and navigated through 
the liver based on CT-/ MRI scans. This enabled doctors to reduce the total trauma, effectively remove 
pathological tissues and keep healthy structures intact.

USE CASES

Fig. 1: Medical Collaboration in the Medical Metaverse Fig. 2: Completed Liver Resection

“With the help of the 3D holograms, we can the complex vessel and organ 
with realistic depth perception. It simplifies 

anatomical orientation/planning and improves communication within the surgical and 
interdisciplinary teams. In addition, we can overlay these images onto the real patient and 
get a better spatial understanding of the tumor position. Especially in complex surgeries, 

this will allow us to .”

Prof. Dr. Dirk Weyhe

DIRECTOR OF THE CLINIC FOR GENERAL AND 
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Fig. 3: Preoperative Resection Planning in 3D Mixed Reality Fig. 4: Working Together Remotely as Avatars in the Medical
Metaverse

VSI HoloMedicine® Benefits in the Present Case:

• The combination of conventional CT-/MRI scans and 3D imaging in Mixed Reality allowed surgeons to locate 
tumors more accurately and prevent healthy tissues to be affected.

• Faster healing process due reduced surgical trauma and improved postoperative condition.

• Ability to better visualize and appreciate complex vessel anatomy.

• Increased surgeon confidence before the first cut: you can not plan for what you can not see. Without the 3D 
segmented view of such a complex case in Mixed Reality, many surgeons are reluctant to go through the
procedure.

• Reevaluating a palliative designation and ultimately saving a patient’s life.

Upcoming VSI HoloMedicine® Implementation Plans at Pius-Hospital:

• System implementation in routine workflows in order to create and sustain an effective clinical ecosystem.

• Standardisation of the Mixed Reality Preoperative Planning approach with evenly distributed deployment
across the hospital – namely, making this technology accessible across the hospital with intraoperative 
support in various surgical fields. 

• Telemedicine utilization: connect with colleagues globally for specific case consultations, tumor boards or 
remote Surgical Planning. Working together over distance as Avatars or collaborate via the VSI 
Holomedicine® Microsoft Teams integration.

“This technique was extremely helpful, as we were able to navigate through the vessels 
to .”
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